Senior Health Economist
Location: Primrose Hill, London, UK
Type: Permanent, primarily office-based but a home-based option will be considered for a suitable candidate
Department: Market Access Strategy lead by Michael Lees
About PHMR
Established in 2007, we are a highly successful and energetic consultancy – a diverse group of well-recognised
professional scientists, health economists, and industry specialists with a proven track record in providing global
market access solutions to some of the biggest healthcare industries so that patients get access to medicines. Our
science is internationally renowned, and we are proud of our work.
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We apply robust scientific approaches and methodologies. Quality science comes first.
We combine the expertise of our team with a worldwide professional network.
We continuously learn and improve.
90% of our projects are repeat or referral from our existing customers.
Most of our team are educated to PhD level.
We embrace diversity in all its forms.

Our culture is open, team-based and inclusive. We are creative, innovative, forward-thinking and truly operate as a
team of people who enjoy spending time together. Our leadership team is always approachable and offers coaching
and training opportunities to the less experienced staff. PHMR also values and recognises work life balance, thus
provides flexibility and individual support to all its team members. We love being part of PHMR and perceive our
culture to be vital to our success.
About the role who it would suit best
The key responsibilities of the role are to provide strategic leadership for our Market Access Strategy team
and technical leadership on the design, implementation and analysis on health economics and outcomes research
studies. We are looking for a candidate who has a keen interest in market access strategy. In particular, somebody
who understands and has experience of multiple pricing and reimbursement systems within key European countries
and who understands the underlying drivers of a successful global and European market access strategy. Experience
in evidence planning and generation, to address the needs identified in the development of market access
strategies, is also important. As is broader experience of generating evidence (e.g., economic modelling,
biostatistics, real-world evidence, PROs) and analysis of HTA policy developments.
Additional responsibilities of the role include the following:
• Internal and external day-to-day management of projects to time, quality and budget;
• Client management;
• Design and implement health economics and outcome studies;
• Provide high quality technical support to the PHMR team on methods of outcome measurement
and HTA;
• Develop protocols, reports and presentations; reviews and advises on those developed by others;
• Draft abstracts and manuscripts as lead or co-author;
• Identify, assess and implement new developments in health economics methodology and the HTA
environment, with particular but not exclusive focus on Germany and Switzerland.
In sum, this is an exciting opportunity with plenty of scope for further professional development, leadership as well
as expertise building.

Success and growth factors:
Functional technical expertise
• Higher degree (PhD or MSc) in health economics, health policy, or similar relevant discipline
• Extensive experience (at least 3-5 years) of successfully leading health economics and patient
reported outcome projects across multiple jurisdictions
• Substantial experience of conceptualising and developing projects and successful proposal
development
• Experience in client management
• An excellent understanding of the global payer environment, including HTA methods and
processes, coverage and reimbursement
• Good business sense and strong analytical skills
• Excellent written and verbal communication skills
• An ability to think critically to challenge input and offer creative solutions
• Demonstrated ability to foster collaboration among multidisciplinary teams by
applying communication and interpersonal skills
• A can-do approach to all tasks and commitment to delivering timely high-quality results
• Excellent quantitative skills and knowledge of statistical software packages
• Pro-active in developing skills and knowledge of health economics methodology
• Excellent MS Word, Outlook, PowerPoint and Excel skills
• Fluency in written and verbal English
Alignment to PHMR values
Integrity:
we do the right thing
Quality focus: we continually pursue excellence
Ambitious:
we are tenacious and sustainable
Collegiate:
we support and learn from each other
Fun:
we enjoy our work
Strategic input
Client focus
Communication skills
Non-project contribution
Great to work with
Autonomy
Line management (if applicable)
We offer:
▪ Flexibility and individual support for a more balanced and enjoyable life
▪ Fantastic opportunities for professional development, working alongside industry experts
▪ Tight-knit, collegial office environment in an idyllic London location, and, of course, office snacks
To apply for this position please submit your CV and covering letter explaining why you think you would be suited to
the role and reasons for wishing to join our team to info@phmr.com. If you wish to discuss the position ahead of
submitting an application, please email info@phmr.com and we will arrange an informal chat with Michael Lees
(COO and Head of Market Access Strategy).
All candidates are eligible to apply for our roles and will be considered on suitability and merit throughout the
recruitment process.

